Mortality risk prediction in coronary surgery: a locally developed model outperforms external risk models.
This study aimed at assessing the performance of three external risk-adjusted models - logistic EuroSCORE, Parsonnet score and Ontario Province Risk (OPR) score - in predicting in-hospital mortality in patients submitted to coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) and to develop a local risk-score model. Data on 4567 patients who underwent isolated CABG (1992-2001) were extracted from our clinical database. Hospital mortality was 0.96% (44 patients). For the three external systems, observed and predicted mortalities were compared, and discrimination and calibration were assessed. A local risk model was developed and validated by means of logistic regression and bootstrap analysis. The EuroSCORE predicted a mortality of 2.34% (P<0.001 vs. observed), the Parsonnet 4.43% (P<0.0001) and the OPR 1.66% (P<0.005). All models overestimated mortality significantly in almost all tertile risk groups. The areas under the ROC curve (AUC) for EuroSCORE, Parsonnet and OPR were 0.754, 0.664 and 0.683, respectively. The local model exhibited good calibration and discrimination AUC, 0.752. In conclusion, the three risk-score systems analyzed do not accurately predict in-hospital mortality in our coronary surgery patients; hence their use for risk prediction may not be appropriate in our population. We developed a risk-prediction model that can be used as an instrument to provide accurate information about the risk of in-hospital mortality in our patient population.